
Crystin’s Premonitions 

Chapter 1, Act 5: The Inquisitor (before Haddin’s farm) 

Before you stands a young woman, still as stone and staring far beyond into the distance. She neither blinks 
nor twitches at your approach and even though she appears to be in a trance, she speaks with a clear voice, 
“The Scourge comes, and the skulls of the dragon pursue you. I saw it in a dream.” Then she shakes her 
head as if coming to her senses, notices you standing nearby, and meekly apologizes. “I’m sorry; I was 
daydreaming again. The forest does that to you. I think your arrival means the end is near.” 
 
Chapter 2, Act 1: The Elf Road (at the entrance to the Innenotdar Forest) 
As soon as the entrance to the Elfroad is out of sight, Crystin sees a pair of flickering draconic eyes in the 
flames, looking sharply down, especially at her. The eyes appear constant, never wavering, immune to all 
that surrounds them. She begins to sway as more pairs of eyes appear, thousands of them, all around, until 
finally they vanish all at once. Crystin collapses, briefly dazed. 
 
Chapter 2, Act 1: The Elf Road (before being attacked by the three stags) 
Crystin sees a giant stag that is on fire leaping out of the treeline and goring one hero. She shouts for that 
person to move, and yells for everyone to get out of the way of a particular spot on the ground. She begins 
to come out of the vision, but is briefly dazed. 
 
Chapter 2, Act 2: Rivers flow to the Deep (in the tower on the river) 
While handling the seeds, Crystin starts to get very sleepy, and almost falls asleep standing up. She quickly 
slumps to the ground, and starts rumbling in deep roars in her sleep. The language was Draconic, so none 
of you could understand it. 
 
Chapter 2, Act 2: Rivers flow to the Deep (in the cave before trying to rescue Khadral) 
Crystin stumbles to the ground and moans softly. She grabs the arm of one hero and with a passionate, yet 
quiet intensity she whispers,“The blood walls course with life, and the heart of man and beast fills with its 
fire. The mask is laid bare and with the submissive spirit’s willful release, the world’s vitality is restored. 
Spring will dawn at the phoenix’s last flight and the land shall rejoice.” 
 
Chapter 2, Act 2: Rivers flow to the Deep (at Nelle’s shrine) 
As Nelle speaks of the dreams he has had, Crystin’s eyes close, and she starts to sway. 
 
Chapter 2, Act 3: Out of the Fire (at Vuhl’s place) 
Crystin staggers upon seeing Vuhl, slumping to the ground. She does not remember what she saw, but 
thinks perhaps the fey song is making her weak. 
 
Chapter 2, Act 3: Out of the Fire (seela celebration) 
During the celebration, Crystin walks away and sits down. She is not weak or overwhelmed by this vision, 
but instead seems to have come to terms with something that was bothering her. She says that she saw 
Indomitability again, and that she learned Vuhl’s true name: Deception. They will meet him again too, she 
says, when the bones of his grandmother watch them, and weep for their fate. 


